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Outline of the presentation

Agriculture and protection- past present and 
future (a flyover)
Issues
– Removal of AG protection via MLT route (and heterogeneity of 

interests / concerns)  
– Removal of AG protection via PTA route
– Removal of AG protection by own liberalization
– Non-trade concerns
– LDCs , NFICs and poor
– Competitiveness and supply chains

Implications
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WHY agriculture turned into the most 
distorted sector?

Political and peace/strategic motivation after WWII 

Food security

Protection of farmers from weather effects and 
seasonal/ commodity price swings

Preserving a way of rural life

Strong farmers lobbies

Environmental protection

Negotiating tactic
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WHAT does protectionism typically do?

It raises domestic prices of agricultural products (in 
particular food) relative to other goods
Thus signals for national resource allocation get fuzzy 
and often send resources to wrong locations
Resources tend to get entrenched in those locations, so 
becomes difficult to get rid of protectionism
When used by large countries, it also depresses world 
prices for agricultural products; this causes further 
distortions in global economy and in national 
economies (re allocation of resources and distribution 
of income)
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HOW has agriculture been protected?

Tariffs accounting for about 52% of agricultural price 

distortions; high incidence of specific duties; problems 

of tariff peaks and tariff escalation

Domestic (market price) support, accounting for about 

31% of agricultural price distortions

Export subsidies, accounting for about 13% of 

agricultural price distortions

And remaining 4% food safety standards, addressed by 

Agreement on SPS, and

Other NTMs: CAP levies, licensing, anti-dumping, etc.
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HOW much it has been protected?
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More details on tariffs

Tariff peaks mostly on temperate zone products
– In US highest tariff is 350%; levied on tobacco

– In EU highest tariff is 471%; levied on dairy products

– In Japan, highest ad valorem equivalent tariff is 1000% (on rice)

Tariff escalation mostly on tropical zone products

High incidence of specific and compound tariffs which 
are less transparent (industrial countries about 30% of 
tariff lines)

In quota tariff rates average 63%, out of quota tariffs 
average 128%.
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Examples of tariff escalation (%)
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To WHOM does it matter? 

63% of population live in rural areas
73% of poor live in rural areas, and most depend on 
agriculture as producers or workers - according to FAO 
(2004), 54% of the economically active population of 
developing countries is engaged in agriculture
Agriculture and agro-processing account for 30-60% of 
GDP in most developing countries, and an even larger 
share in LDCs
Even with rapid urbanization, more than 50% of the 
poor will be in rural areas by 2035, and depend 
significantly on agriculture
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Distribution of Poor People in Developing Countries
(1999)
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And in the region…

Contribution of agriculture to GDP (2003):
– Less than 10%: Malaysia, Thailand, Rep. of 

Korea
– 10-20%: China, Fiji, Indonesia, Philippines, 

Sri Lanka
– 21-29%: India, Bangladesh, Mongolia 

(20.6%), Pakistan, Viet Nam
– 30-53%: Cambodia, Myanmar, Nepal, Lao 

PDR
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Declining share of agriculture in
merchandize exports (%) but still counts 

Country 1990 2003
Bangladesh 19.7 6.8

China 16.2 5.1

India 19.5 13.4

Indonesia 16.2 16.3

Malaysia 25.4 11.1

Mongolia 17.2 (1999) 12.5

Pakistan 19.2 12.3

Philippines 20.7 6.1

Sri Lanka 39.7 22.6

Thailand 33.8 18.7
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REMOVING protectionist 
policies WILL 

stimulate investment, production and 
trade in agriculture by:
– making agricultural market access conditions more transparent, 

predictable and competitive;
– establishing or strengthening the link between national and 

international agricultural markets, and thus
– relying on the market for allocating scarce resources to most 

productive uses and thereby…
– increasing overall welfare of the national and global economy, 

and
– With appropriate distribution can potentially increase welfare of 

all
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HOW to remove protectionist policies?

Country has three available paths:
– Autonomous /unilateral (mostly still discriminatory)
– Multilateral (nondiscriminatory with special exceptions)
– Preferential (discriminatory by definition)

Empirical studies point to the autonomous liberalization 
to be having the most impact on long-term gains
Multilateral has relatively short history (since UR) with 
great variability in judgment on achievements – other 
session in the seminar will cover these in detail
Preferential has even shorter history in many cases 
results are still to be harvested
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Issue: Removal of protection via MLT
Not all countries are interested in the same way

For example:

Most developed countries: distortions highest, more 
adjustments
Net agricultural exporters (Cairns group): major beneficiaries
Net-food importing countries: initially higher food import bill 
but higher world food prices will stimulate domestic food 
production and economic restructuring
LDCs: small agricultural exporters, limited impacts
Land-locked, Pacific  island economies (transport concerns)
New WTO members (e.g. China): more commitments, larger 
impacts
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Some alliances …

but the real motor is FIP
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Boiling down to…

Developing countries
More time, smaller cuts
‘special’ products, 
flexibility /exemptions
‘special safeguards’
Tropical products and 
narcotics replacement 
crops
Preference erosion – to 
be addressed

‘Tiered’ (‘banded’)

Products categorized by height of starting 
tariff.
Higher tiers: stepper cuts
Type of formula and thresholds for tiers? Still to 
be negotiated

Regarding markets access:

*but note some proposals for return of Swiss formula
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Substantial cuts, all products

Overall: amber + de minimis + blue

• caps by product, cuts on some products (cotton?)
• tiered formula cuts, so that higher levels are cut more
Amber Box (AMS)

• tiered formula cut + 20% downpayment (1st year)

• flexibility for developing countries (specified)
• reduced — amount to be negotiated
De minimis

• new additional type
• max (‘cap’) at 5% of production + some flexibility
Blue Box

Green Box: easier for development; monitoring

Developing countries: special treatment

3 tiers
EU

Japan / US
the rest

(+G-10 contribution)

Amber what 
base period for 

products?

New Blue 
disciplines and/or 

cuts?

Green disciplines?

Cotton deeper, 
faster cuts

Domestic support

2004 framework HK Declaration

© WTO
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Parallel elimination of all forms of export 
support
– By 2013 (front loaded?)
– Cotton 2006

Disciplines on measures with equivalent effect
– Export credits / guarantees /insurance programmes
– Food aid
– Exporting state trading enterprises

Export competition

Developing countries — more time, gentler cuts,
extra categories allowed, taking care of net food importers
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Issue: Removal of protection via PTA

At recent WB press conference it was said:
“ The WTO, particularly for agricultural liberalization, is 
more or less the only game in town”
implying that unilateral or preferential liberalizations 
will not work

-Unilateral “WTO type” mercantilism 
(quid pro quo) can sell freer
trade

WHY NOT?

-Preferential – is it really capturing agriculture 
or allowing an easy way out as BTA make it easier 
to shield ‘sensitives’?
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Growth of preferential liberalization in 
Asia-Pacific
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PTA (cont’d)

1. Is agriculture more disciplined through PTA 
than in MLT?

2. Does a design of agreement (in particular, the 
ROO) have any implications for its contribution 
to freer trade in the longer term?

And the answers are:
1. No
2. Yes 
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Towards better designed PTAs

Comply with WTO rules (Art XXIV – FTA vs. 
Enabling clause)
Use design for RoO, standards etc that facilitate 
trade creation and are not expensive to 
implement
WTO+
Choose partners to maximize own trade 
creation and minimize other’s trade diversion
Defer from tailor-made agreements (i.e. to fit 
particular interest-group pressure)
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Issue: Removing the protection yourself

As theory always had it, empirical studies 
confirm that at least half of the gains to 
developing countries come from their own 
liberalization
– Caveat – improvements in modeling and calculations still 

needed

But if so, is Trade Integration Mechanism (TIM) 
misconceived ?
Aid for trade
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Issue: Non-trade concerns

Preservation of rural life
Protection of environment
Support to small farmers without competitive 
advantages
Preservation of traditional knowledge

Is the solution in domestic farming policy which 
provides stability, security, predictability for 
farming community without distorting trade?
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Issue  – Supply chains and competitiveness

In a way, part of “own liberalization” 
Internal problems (low efficiency due to land 
property rights, lack of skills and other 
resources, low yields)
Link to markets (infrastructure, knowledge of 
markets, certification, finance)
Harmonization of rules (ROO, safety standards, 
GIs, etc)
Link to emerging social problems (e.g. aging 
population)
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Risks still remain: LDCs, NFIC, poor

Danger of agriculture-health poverty trap, where:
– people truly have no alternative to farming - transaction costs 

are too high to attract enough foreign investment and trade for 
diversification;

– farming is increasingly difficult - demographic transition 
initiated by mortality decline causes continuous population 
growth and decline in land area available per farmer; 

– agricultural productivity growth in food crops is needed to free 
labor and capital for other things, including perhaps some 
agricultural exports;

– technological innovations are not automatic, they come from 
collective decisions requiring political leadership

– vertical and horizontal policy coherence also needs developing

Need for “friends of people” group
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Need for research- and evidence-based 
policy making at all levels

wherever possible, public policy decisions should be 
informed by careful research and analysis using sound 
and transparent data. More specifically, it may be 
defined as the systematic and rigorous use of statistics 
to:
– Achieve issue recognition
– Inform programme design and policy choice
– Forecast the future
– Monitor policy implementation
– Evaluate policy impact
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Implications for AP developing countries: 
extent and nature

As always in economics: 

Short term: potential net loss (small)

Long-term: potential net gain (large)
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Welfare gains of agricultural liberalization

Static model: welfare gains large for developed 
countries (consumers), relatively small for developing 
countries (mostly for producers)

Dynamic model (incl. investment and productivity): 
much larger and more balanced welfare gains

What about distribution of gains?

Liberalization of agricultural trade will lead to higher 
world prices: good for producers in agricultural 
exporting countries, bad for consumers in net-food 
importing countries
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Nature of implications

Effect on world and domestic prices for agricultural 
products: probably higher in the long run and 
potentially more volatile

Effect on productivity and competitiveness: should 
increase in the long run

Effect on economic restructuring: inefficient 
agricultural (food) producers should find alternative 
industries

Effect on producers and consumers: conflicting?
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Other Considerations in Consumer Benefits:

Maintenance of purchasing power
TNCs tend to dominate food and agricultural input production 
and export markets 
Concentration of land-ownership for more efficient export 
production may leave some farmers landless and poor
Principles of fair competition
Not only price, but quality and safety of food, resource 
sustainability, environmental protection, cultural preferences 
are concerns 
Replacement of some commodities for other export 
commodities may lead to price increases of those commodities 
(i.e. cassava in Fiji as a result of supply decreases in favour of 
export crops)
Increased role of middlemen (traders) replacing government 
may lead to price increases
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